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Whether you are a commodity or weather 
derivatives trader, meteorology student or 
atmospheric science professor, agribusiness 
or work for a major insurance, utility, retail 
company or ski area, CLIMATE PREDICT is 
the most advanced, graphical and reliable  
medium-long range weather forecast 
available for you. CLIMATE PREDICTS’s web-
based software platform is a weather risk and 
commodity price inference tool box designed 

to remove the burden of online processing of 
historical teleconnection index and weather 
data. 

Updated twice a month, CLIMATE 
PREDICT integrates more than 30 global 
teleconnections with various forecasting tools 
we developed. These tools combine a 70-year 
historical record of teleconnections and 
monthly weather anomalies with our own 

research in drawing analog relationships for 
rainfall, temperature and jet-stream patterns, 
up to 5 months in advance for any location 
in the world. A global warming algorithm 
adjustment is built into our program. 

New features such as a unique hurricane 
forecasting tool, crop production and 
historical yield and commodity price 
relationships will also be added.

This map shows snowfall anomalies 
for the very snowy Northeastern U.S. 
winter in  2014.

You will have access to the most 
updated historical data base for 
snowfall and hurricane information 
back to 1949.

In addition, learn how to make “better 
weather forecasts”, up to 5 months in 
advance,using teleconnections such as 
El Nino, Sea Ice and many more.



What are Teleconnections?
A Teleconnection in atmospheric science 
refers to climate anomalies being related 
to each other at large distances (typically 
thousands of kilometers). The most emblematic 
teleconnection is that linking sea-level 
pressure at Tahiti and Darwin, Australia, which 
defines the Southern Oscillation, El Niño or La 
Niña. However, there are three dozen other 
teleconnections, such as arctic sea ice to the 
NAO (Northern Atlantic Oscillation index). 

When linked together, these combination 
of teleconnections can help meteorologists, 
commodity traders, insurance actuaries and risk 
managers make better decisions in dozens of 
industries affected by the weather.

Additional teleconnection examples are  
illustrated on page 5 of this brochure.

CLIMATE PREDICT Tools
All of our tools will be explained when you request a free one-month demo of 
CLIMATE PREDICT with full instructions. Below are just a sample of three of our many 
tools:

Predict Weather Disasters Months In Advance:  
Analog Tool
 
This tool will search our historical teleconnection database and find global weather 
patterns similar to today, pinpointing regions most prone to potential weather 
disasters, months in advance. For example, CLIMATE PREDICT helped us predict the 
severe flooding that hurt historical landmarks in Peru in 2017.

From the severe 2018 Argentina soybean drought to the devastating U.S. hurricane 
season in 2005, 2007 etc. CLIMATEPREDICT will give you a huge weather forecasting 
edge for weather risk management or commodity trading.

Available by Subscription

Request a DEMO of Climate Predict Pro here:
climatepredictpro.com

or access our free version here:

bestweatherinc.com/climate-predict

Investment consulting services from Jim 
Roemer at BestWeather® also available.  

bestweatherinc.com

CLIMATE PREDICT Users:
Meteorologists at hedge funds, retail and 
insurance companies— This will cut down the 
time you spend preparing long range weather 
forecasts and give you a huge advantage over 
the competition

Commodity traders, analysts and insurance 
actuaries— Make better trading decisions from 
natural gas to grains and anticipate where 
weather disasters might be months in advance

University professors and Atmospheric science 
students— Teach or learn about the exciting 
field of long-range weather forecasting and 
how to service potential clients in multiple 
industries.
  
Third world countries—Trying to assist those 
in need who have limited access to good long 
range forecasting is one of our goals.  For 
example, residents in Pakistan who are often 
hit by flooding  to drought stricken farmers in 
Africa.

rainfall anomalies

Conventional weather models cannot forecast weather months in advance. However, 
when incorporating teleconnections as a forecasting tool, notice how we predicted the wet 
February, 2017 for Peru with rainfall more than 8 inches (blue) above normal.

www.climatepredictpro.com
www.bestweatherinc.com/climate-predict
www.bestweatherinc.com


Anticipate Commodity Price Moves 
Before the Competition

Find analog years using the most important global 
teleconnections. In this example, CLIMATE  PREDICT used the 
record positive Indian Dipole in late 2019, as well as a negative 
AAO index  over Antarctica and a weak El Nino signal to predict 
the extreme drought and big time heat in  Australia. Analog years 
are listed to the left.

Predict Global Crop Yields

Our TCI Impact tool allows examination of the influence of 
each teleconnection pattern for any crop or energy consuming/
production area in the world. This tool allows the user to analyze 
the correlation of over 30 global teleconnection with rainfall and 
temperature. Often, standard computer models make weather 
forecast errors, but by knowing which teleconnections play the most 
important role in affecting global climate (La Niña, Arctic warming, 
cooling over the Indian Ocean, etc.) the user has a “huge” advantage 
in predicting weather and potential crop yields for cotton, corn, 
soybeans, coffee, cocoa, sugar and more, months in advance.

Shown above is our TCI impact tool. In this case we set CLIMATE PREDICT to 
a lead time of 4 months from March to look at which teleconnections are 
most and least correlated with July rainfall across the Midwest grain belt (1—
yellow). Any crop region can be clicked on by the user.

Hurricane Forecasting Tool
With a 70 year data base of Atlantic hurricane tracks and storm 
intensities, users of CLIMATE PREDICT will learn the relationship 
that ocean temperatures and many unfamiliar other global 
teleconnections  play  in hurricane forecasting. This tool will 
assist the user in recognizing such patterns to improve hurricane 
forecasting, months in advance.



Teleconnection examples on CLIMATE PREDICT

Below is a sample of just 4 of over 30 global  teleconnections available to you. CLIMATE PREDICT takes into account all 
teleconnections (plus our own personal input) to help you make the best weather forecast possible for your clients and to better 
analyze potential longer term weather risk for multiple industries.

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (MEI, NINO 1+2, NINO 3, 
NINO 3.4, NINO 4) Probably the most well known of all 
teleconections, La Niña and El Niño are irregularly periodic 
variations in winds and sea surface temperatures over the 
tropical eastern Pacific Ocean, affecting climate of much of 
the tropics and subtropics. It disrupts global weather patterns 
thousands of miles away and has a huge influence on the 
hurricane season and produces weather disasters in some 
areas and benign weather in others.

The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) is a climate 
cycle that affects the sea surface temperature (SST) of the 
North Atlantic Ocean. Warm vs cool cycles in the North 
Atlantic have a huge impact on hurricane storm tracks, global 
rainfall patterns, etc.

The Indian Ocean Dipole (DMI), also known as the Indian 
Niño, is an irregular oscillation of sea-surface temperatures in 
which the western Indian Ocean becomes alternately warmer 
and then colder than the eastern part of the ocean. This index 
will give the CLIMATE PREDICT user big clues in forecasting 
droughts, floods, etc. for much of India and Southeast Asia. 
It has been helpful for us to forecast major production cycles 
and price moves of  such tropical commodities as sugar and 
cocoa.

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a weather 
phenomenon in the North Atlantic Ocean of fluctuations in the 
difference of atmospheric pressure at sea level (SLP) between 
the Icelandic low and the Azores high. Through fluctuations 
in the strength of the Icelandic low and the Azores high, it 
controls the strength and direction of westerly winds and 
location of storm tracks across the North Atlantic. It has a big 
impact on winter weather in the United States and Europe and 
when forecasted accurately is a key teleconnection in winter 
natural gas and energy trading.



Chief Advisors:
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James Roemer, Best Weather Inc. / Co-Founder - Climate Predict
Mr. Roemer is one the most recognized meteorologists in the world with over thirty years of experience as a commodity 
research analyst and weather forecaster for major grain companies, energy companies, and hedge funds. Mr. Roemer 
is a principal of Best Weather, Inc., a registered Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) with the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) and is an associate member of the National Futures Association (NFA) and has consulted with 
thousands of farmers, futures traders and currently advises large institutional investors. Mr. Roemer is one of a few 
meteorologists in the world who has an understanding of commodity trading, market analysis and long range weather 
forecasting.  Mr. Roemer has a strong understanding of technical analysis, cycles, and psychology of commodity markets. 
He has advised thousands of skiers, sometimes weeks in advance, where they should hit the slopes.

Martina Schmidt, Ph.D., Corporate Adviser/Strategist
Martina holds a Ph.D. in Finance with a focus on International Finance and an MBA with a focus on International 
Marketing, both from Florida Atlantic University. She provides investment research, strategic consulting, and marketing 
support services to Best Weather’s team. Martina has over 20 years of experience in the field of financial analysis and 
research, real estate investment and sales, as well as financial education. Besides having been involved in the marketing 
and financial analysis of multi-million dollar commercial and residential real estate projects, she has worked in financial 
management and sales for an aviation company and given multiple corporate training seminars in finance. In 2000, 
Martina joined the College of Business faculty at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg, where she teaches 
undergraduate and graduate level courses in the topics of corporate finance, international finance, and real estate. 
In addition to publishing numerous articles in refereed journals in the fields of education, investments, international 
finance, and real estate, she has earned multiple distance learning, face to face teaching, and research awards. 

Doug Stewart, Ph.D., Co-Founder; Designer of Climate Predict
Dr. Douglas Stewart, C.C.M. holds graduate degrees in meteorology from M.I.T. (S.M) and the University of Miami (Ph.D). 
He has more than 35 years of experience developing computer models and analyzing geophysical data sets in support 
of meteorological and applied climate studies, and has over 15 years of experience in developing web-based software. 
He has developed web tools to project commodity and equity prices, and has developed sophisticated, patent-
pending software for his Weather Risk Mapping business. During the late 1990’s, he and his colleagues at Climatological 
Consulting Corporation developed a Web tool for calculating the fair market value of HDD and CDD weather derivatives 
and conducted several workshops on pricing weather derivatives for the emerging weather risk market. Dr. Stewart has 
been published in the Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, Monthly Weather Review, Journal of Applied Meteorology 
and Atmospheric Environment.

For Commodity-Weather Consulting: 

Jim Roemer
bestweatherroemer@gmail.com
(941) 914-4992

Best Weather Inc.
242 S. Washington Blvd. #242
Sarasota, FL 34236

bestweatherinc.com
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